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The Q zone is a saall isolated zone of magnetic iron formation. 
It is part of the Onaman Iron Range, and the seven claims covering 
the 2,one are owned by Can-Per J'ines Ltd., Kowkash, Ont.

A rough magnetometer survey was performed in Kay 1959 and four 
holes were drilled (1285*)* Each of these holes intersected considerable 
widths of good grade iron formation. A more detailed magnetometer 
survey was performed in Kay 1961 and two nore holes were drilled 
(499').

The present survey was made in June, 1961 to supplement the 
previous work.

Location and Means ofl Access t

The Q zone is located about l mile north east of Jeffries 
Lake in Paska Township. Jeffries Lake can be reached by an all- 
weather road from Geraldton. The main line of the Canadian National 
Railway is four miles north of Jeffries Lake, and Kowkash station 
is on the road to Geraldton, six miles from Jeffries Lake.

Surveyi

Geological traverses were run on picket lines and claim lines. 
The picket lines are mainly at 400' intervals and 3 i miles were 
covered.

Topography i

The area is one of very low relief. Swamps are abundant in 
the vicinity, however in this particular area low sandy hills are 
predominant and represent part of a glacial outwash plain.

General Geology!

Ali of the rocks in the area are steeply folded and are of 
Keewatin age. The iron formation and greywacke represent a narrow band 
od sediments in a broad .p-eenstone belt.
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Altered Lavas:

The altered lavas consist of chloritized, pillowed andesite 
with a few small layers of rhyolite*

Greywacke s

The greywacke is altered to the extent that there ha s been 
much chlorite developed in the more argillaceous portions, and some 
recrysatllization throughout. I'ajor constituents are quartz, feldspar, 
sericite and chlorite. The rock is fine grained and l"-3" bands are 
visible due to changes in the relative proportions of arenaceous 
material*

Iron Formations

The iron formation consists of magnetite bands interbedded with 
jreywacke and chert bands. The magnetite is fine grained and individual 
bands range from 1/16"  i" in thickness* Grade of the iton formation 
is dependant on the relative proportions of chert and greywacke to 
the magnetite*

jjtructuret

The iron formation is an east-v;est trending steeply dipping 
sedimentary lenae. The ner-r vertical position of the bands is due to 
folding. It is possible that the thickening of the formation at both 
ends is due to repitition by tight folding, however the absence of 
sufficient outcrop and the lack of a good marker horizon preclude 
the possibility of any detailed interpretation.

c Geology!

A correlation of the geological survey, magnetometer survey 
and the drill hole intersections suggest the following interpretations

The vi zone consists of three sections of possible ore grade. 
The most westerly is 1300'xl50*, the central section is 1300'xlOO' arid 
the most easterly section is I?00'xl50 l * The two latter sections lie 
close together, and it night be feasible to construct a areal l open 
pit on the most easterly section and run the access raup up the 
central section* The tonnage available free such a pit would be in 
the order of six million tons. Underground :.ininj night also be 
considered*
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t
The Q Zone i* a small isolated zone of magnetic iron formation* 

It is part of the Onaman Iron Range and the seven clniias covering the 
zone are owned by Can Fer Mines Ltd., Xowkash, Qnt.

A few rough magnetometer traverses were run over the body in 
Kay 1959t and although this survey was not recorded, it was of 
sufficient accuracy to outline the anomaly. Four holes were drilled 
in the zone in I-'ay and June of 1959 and intersected considerable 
widths of good i^rade iron formation.

The present survey w.--, s made to determine more exactly the 
economic possibilities of the zone.

Location and Keana of Access*

The Q Zone is located about l mile north east of Jeffries 
Lake in Pasta Township. Jeffries Lake can be reached by an all- 
weather road from Geraldton. The main line of the Canadian National 
Eailway is four miles north of Jeffries Lake and Kowicaoh station 
is on the road to Geraldton, six miles from Jeffries Lake.

*

A surveyed claim line was chosen as a base line and two 
lailes of cross lines were cut at about 400* intervals. All lines 
were chained and 135 readings were taken with a Sharpe A  3 
the readings were taken at 50' intervals across the anocmly and at 
100* intervals where adjacent to the anoma y. In addition (not shown 
on the map) a very rough semi  circular traverse wns nade around 
each end of the anomaly to r -seer tain th-^t fciiere was no extension 
to the anoiasly due to a midden change in strike.

^
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In t roduc ti on i

The Q ione is a small isolated zone of magnetic iron formation. 
It is part of the Onaman Iron Range and the seven claiias covering the 
zone are owned by Can Per Mines Ltd., Kowkash, Qnt.

A few rough magnetometer traverses were run over the body in 
t'ay 1959, and although this survey was not recorded, it was of 
suffieient accuracy to outline the anomaly. Pour holes were drilled 
in the zone in May and June of 1959 and intersected considerable 
widths of good iprade iron formation.

The present survey w. s made to determine more exactly the 
economic possibilities of the zone.

Location and fteans of Accessi

The Q tone is located about l mile north east of Jeffries 
Lake in Paska Township. Jeffries Lake can be reached by an all- 
weather road from Geraldton. The main line of the Canadian National 
Ballway is four miles north of Jeffries lake and Kowkash station 
is on the road to Geraldton, six miles from Jeffries Lake.

A surveyed claim line was chosen as a base line and two 
miles of cross lines were cut at about AQO 1 intervals. All lines 
were chained and 135 readings were taken with a Sharpe A 3 imgnetometer. 
The readings were taken at 50* intervals across the anomaly and at 
100 1 intervals where adjacent to the anoma y. In addition (not shown 
on the map) a very rough semi circular traverse was nade around 
each end of the anomaly to r-seer tain th^t there was no extension 
to the anally due to n. midden change in strike.
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